MARCH 2019
WE CAUSE DEATH AND WE DIE
“Rafi Eitan, israeli spymaster who caught Eichmann, is dead at 92” [The New
York Times, March 2019]
“In principle, when there
is a war on terror you
conduct it without principles” [Rafi Eitan, 2010]

Eichmann and
his staff were
responsible for
the deportation of
European Jews to
ghettos and extermination camps.
He was judged in
Israel and executed by hanging.

MARCH 2019
EQUILIBRIUM
Ex-poachers saving big cats in Russia
[BBC news, March 2019]

Formal poacher, now a payed warden.
Lives in a region 487 times Tokyo’s extension but with less than its half number of inhabitants

“We hunted a long time
ago [...] There were no
jobs in Zhasater”

Snow leopard, predator
Altai - Sayan region (Russia,
Mongolia, Kazakhstan, China)
Population: 60 - 70

MARCH 2019
THE VALUE OF ART
A stolen Picasso portrait of Dora Maar,
now thought to be worth 25m €, found
after 20 years. [De Volkskrant, March
2019]

The piece probably has been circulating for
years in the underground market, used as
bill of exchange for drug and weapon dealers [Bluewin, March 2019]

An oil on canvas of Dora Maar (1907 1997), artist who had a relationship with
Picasso for 8 years, could be worth 0,57
€/cm2. “Le rêve” de Picasso, was sold in
auction for 12.292 €/cm2

MARCH 2019
DIFFERENT DESTINATION OF DONATIONS
Pigcasso creates Swatch Watch’s
best-selling design [Business Insider,
March 2019]. Money raised from her
creations goes back in Farm Sanctuary
S.A.

FLYING PIG SWATCH
MODEL, for 125 $, is
already sold out.

Candela’s bracelet project won a UNICEF price in 2017. You donate 3 to 5 €,
you receive a bracelet, and the money
goes 100% to child cancer investigation.

MARCH 2019
THE KISSING
“Pope Francis has addressed the mystery of why
he withdrew his hand from worshippers’ kisses, explaining it was a “simple question of hygiene” [BBC
News, March 2019]

Pope Francis met members of Polish NGO
“Have No Fear” and kissed the hand of the
organisation’s leader and sexual abuse victim [TV24, 2019]

MARCH 2019
ARTICLE 13: PROTECTION, INTERESTS, CENSURE?
“Members of European Parliament (MEPs) have voted to adopt the Directive on Copyright in the Digital
Single Market” [Music Bussiness Worldwide, March
2019]

“This [law] will lead to excessive filtering and
deletion of content and limit the freedom to
impart information on the one hand, and the
freedom to receive information on the other”
[published in Julia Reda’s web, the formal
reformer of the Copyright Directive]

“Today some User Upload
Content platforms refuse
to compensate artists and
all music creators fairly
for their work, while they
exploit it for their own
profit.” [Paul Mc Cartney,
July 2018]

MARCH 2019
ART MADE FROM MACHINES
“AI Has Created A Rembrandt “Self Portrait” 350
Years After The Master Artist’s Death...” [Daily Kos,
March 2019]

“We can say we use technology and data
like Rembrandt used his paints and brushes to create something new” [Ron Augustus, Director SMB Markets, Microsoft]

